Green Corporate Power Purchase Agreements

Green Power Straight from the Source
If you want to make your company’s energy supply more sustainable and improve
your carbon footprint, a Green Corporate Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) might be
the ideal solution: Benefit from a reliable, clean energy supply and long-term price
certainty at steady costs.

Your Partner for green energy

More and more companies decide to procure green energy straight from the generator. By joining this movement, you
underline your corporate sustainability strategy, while decoupling energy costs from market price movements. At the
same time, you will actively support the clean energy transition and improve your company’s public perception.

Tailored Green Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs)
ABO Wind offers different models for structuring a PPA:

Your company will be supplied by a renewable project currently under
development by ABO Wind (‘Off-Site’).

Your company will be supplied by an existing project which is close to the end
of the current marketing scheme (‘Off-Site’).

Your company’s ground is made available for developing a dedicated renewable
project carried out by ABO Wind (‘On-Site’).

How it works

Benefits for your company

In a first step, ABO Wind openly
discusses your company‘s sustainability
strategy, and assesses your load and
generation characteristics, e.g. overall
electricity consumption and demand
shape, procurement, and risk policy.

You take responsibility for the sustainability of your energy supply,
while improving your company’s carbon footprint.

Depending on the outcome of the
first step, ABO Wind assesses potential
projects from our existing pipeline (‘OffSite’) or viable project set-ups (‘On-Site’)
and proposes the best-suited solution
to your company’s needs.
Based on your company’s decision,
ABO Wind will propose a term sheet,
including all commercial terms, for
execution.

By procuring from a dedicated renewable energy asset, your company
gains certainty about the origin of the electricity.
By reducing exposure to market price risks of electricity, mid- and longterm business planning is improved.
Green electricity supply goes hand in hand with a decoupling of carbon
or regulatory related risks.
‘Development as a Service’ (‘On-Site): Make use of ABO Wind‘s
longstanding expertise in developing, implementing and operating
renewable energy assets.

Why ABO Wind?
As an independent, international developer of renewable energy
projects, ABO Wind offers exclusive PPAs for the exact amount of
electricity needed. Depending on your energy demand, you can either
purchase the entire output of a renewable energy project, or only
parts of it. Our experienced financing department structures complex
renewable energy PPAs that are tailored to your needs. With 25 years
of experience in the sector and 1.6 GW of renewable energy capacity
built, ABO Wind is among Europe’s leading specialists in clean energy.

You would like to find out more about Green PPAs?
We are looking forward to hearing from you!
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